An Educational Journey from TJS to Graduate School
Our first TJS Alum to attend graduate school
by Alexandria Thomas,TJS Alumna, B.A. Art History and Criticism

Where there is learning, there really is JOY!
It’s funny how life turns out. As I sit here writing this article, I find
myself recalling the strong desire to drop out of elementary school
before The Joy School came into my life. As a recent college graduate
on my way to graduate school in September, this previous desire
seems silly. After a recent visit to The Joy School’s new campus,
I was overwhelmed with memories of my time there.
TJS provided me a safe place to learn new things without being
embarrassed. The teachers at the School were willing to try new things
they thought would be helpful with my particular learning style. It showed me the impact that
caring teachers have on a student’s life. Who knew I would develop the love of art from our museum
field trips at TJS?
Many of my teachers and classmates helped me see that learning disabilities may require me to do
certain things with more effort. In reality, this disability, seen by some as a hindrance, can actually be
an advantage. I analyze information more than others and have excellent organizational skills.
TJS taught me that hard work pays off. And did it ever.
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After The Joy School, I attended St. Pius X High School. Skills I learned at TJS helped me succeed.
The environment at St. Pius X was bigger than TJS, but not overwhelming. I learned that if you
show interest and put in the effort, teachers are willing to give extra assistance. Aside from academics,
I became a trainer for both the football and track teams. St. Pius X has a very good art department,
where I learned about ceramics and other art techniques. My love of arts started at TJS and was
solidified at St. Pius X.
Although I experienced some obstacles in my education at St. Pius X, my GPA steadily increased, which
increased my confidence when it came time to apply for college. I decided to apply to three universities University of Texas at San Antonio, St. Edwards in Austin and Loyola University in New Orleans. These
colleges would accommodate my desire for small classes and a personal experience.
I surprised myself by receiving acceptance letters from all three schools.

Taking the next step – college
I decided to attend the University of Texas at San Antonio. I felt I needed to try
and experience a bigger learning environment (not too big) and attend a school
that was not too far from home. UTSA was the only school that encouraged
me not to choose a major right away and to focus on taking the basics. This
made sense to me since most college students figure out what they want to be
after their first two years.
In the first half of my time at UTSA, I focused on my studies without joining
many organizations. I learned that college was not always a bed of roses; you
must push through the obstacles. I quickly discovered if you want to receive
the accommodations for learning differences, no one will remind you or force
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you to sign up. It was my responsibility to get in touch with the
disability service department and provide them with the proper
updated paperwork and documentation. This was only the beginning
of my responsibilities. I had to meet with each of my professors to
address the accommodations I needed. It was paramount that I
advocate for myself.
Speaking up for myself helped me succeed in class and develop
relationships with my professors. I felt more inclined to sit at the
front of the class and be an active participant. Many people in college
attend classes every once in a while. This would never work for my
learning style. I felt obligated to attend since I paid for the class and
my teachers would be looking for me since we met personally.

Choosing a major
Toward the end of my freshman year, I convinced myself I should
probably figure out a major that would make me happy. After
considering many majors, the only thing that stuck was something
relating to art or culinary school. I decided to pursue an art degree.
Thinking back on my TJS days, my language arts teacher, Mr. Brady
King, had us take museum tours and write papers analyzing what
we saw and the context of the works. This is where I gained a deep
love of art. It is fair to say that Mr. King’s influence in my life aided
in my decision to get my B.A. in Art History and Criticism. At
UTSA, I continued to focus on academics but also took some risks.
I became a member of a few student organizations, including two
honor societies. I also studied abroad in Italy for a summer semester.
In Italy, my appreciation for art increased significantly. Upon returning,
I wanted to become more involved in the art community in San
Antonio. I volunteered at the San Antonio Museum of Art, where
I tried to provide patrons with a similar memorable experience that
I had in Italy.

College graduation – a dream come true!
Graduating from college is something I knew was possible, but
I was not sure exactly how to accomplish it. I am very appreciative
that with the support of my parents, family, friends and even my
silent supporters, I was able to achieve a goal that felt unfathomable
in elementary school. I was very fearful of leaving TJS to go to
high school, and college was no different.

A leap of faith pays off
By volunteering at the San Antonio Museum of Art, I surrounded
myself with mentors in the art field. I learned many jobs in
museums require more than just a bachelor’s degree to be
competitive. After a few conversations with my volunteer
supervisor, I began exploring master’s programs in Art History
and Museum Studies. After researching various grad programs,
it was clear I would have to look outside of Texas. Seattle
University’s Arts Leadership Program seemed like a good fit
for me. I appreciated their willingness to look at prospective
students as a whole and not just their standardized test scores,
which is not one of my strengths.
On a leap of faith, I decided to only apply to Seattle University
even though I had never been to Washington State. I was
surprised and thrilled that I received early admission in February.
I do not like stepping out of my comfort zone, but I took a leap
of faith by applying to graduate school. I am taking another leap
by choosing a program that will greatly impact my future.
As a child, I often had big dreams that I never really
saw myself achieving due to self-doubt or even others’
opinions of my ability.

My vision after graduate school
My goal is to use the education I acquire from Seattle University’s
Arts Leadership Program to implement community outreach
programs and partnerships with lower income school districts
and to promote diversity and art appreciation. After working
in the education department of a museum, I would like to be
a curator or director of a museum. I would also like to continue
to see the world. Traveling to different countries makes me more
appreciative of the variety of art, food and people.
As a child, I often had big dreams that I never really saw myself
achieving due to self-doubt or even others’ opinions of my ability.
That changed in middle school at TJS when I discovered my
passion for art and learned anything was possible. I am amazed
to see how much TJS has grown since I was a student there eight
years ago. I look forward to what will happen over the next eight
years for the both of us.

